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Kids InfoBits

Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed., p. 200, 7.01

Article in a Newspaper, No Author

Title of Article.

(Date Published).

Title of Newspaper.

Page number.


URL on the web

- In-text citation for a direct quote: (“King Tut honors USA,” 2004, p. 11D)
- In-text citation for a paraphrase: (“King Tut honors USA,” 2004)

Article from a Magazine, Corporate Author

Author.

(Date Published).

Title of Article.


Title of Magazine, Volume (Issue#), Page number.

Magazine’s URL on the web

- In-text citation for a direct quote: (Weekly Reader Corp., 2005, p. 4)
- In-text citation for a paraphrase: (Weekly Reader Corp., 2005)
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